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Abstract—Increasing number of Internet-scale applications, such as video streaming, incur huge amount of wide area traffic. Such

traffic over the unreliable Internet without bandwidth guarantee suffers unpredictable network performance. This result, however, is

unappealing to the application providers. Fortunately, Internet giants like Google and Microsoft are increasingly deploying their private

wide area networks (WANs) to connect their global datacenters. Such high-speed private WANs are reliable, and can provide

predictable network performance. In this paper, we propose a new type of service—inter-datacenter network as a service (iDaaS),

where traditional application providers can reserve bandwidth from those Internet giants to guarantee their wide area traffic.

Specifically, we design a bandwidth trading market among multiple iDaaS providers and application providers, and concentrate on the

essential bandwidth pricing problem. The involved challenging issue is that the bandwidth price of each iDaaS provider is not only

influenced by other iDaaS providers, but also affected by the application providers. To address this issue, we characterize the

interaction between iDaaS providers and application providers using a Stackelberg game model, and analyze the existence and

uniqueness of the equilibrium. We further present an efficient bandwidth pricing algorithm by blending the advantage of a geometrical

Nash bargaining solution and the demand segmentation method. For comparison, we present two bandwidth reservation algorithms,

where each iDaaS provider’s bandwidth is reserved in a weighted fair manner and a max-min fair manner, respectively. Finally, we

conduct comprehensive trace-driven experiments. The evaluation results show that our proposed algorithms not only ensure the

revenue of iDaaS providers, but also provide bandwidth guarantee for application providers with lower bandwidth price per unit.

Index Terms—Inter-datacenter network, WANs, bandwidth price, Stackelberg game
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1 INTRODUCTION

LARGE-SCALE Internet applications, such as video stream-
ing and cloud computing, provide service to hundreds of

millions of users. The enormous, and growing user demand
has motivated application providers to place their applica-
tion instances across multiple geographical regions, such as
Netflix [1]. Accordingly, a large volume of wide area traffic
will exhibit across different regions, due to the routine back-
ground computation and periodic data backup tasks. As
revealed in [2], the wide area traffic accounts for up 45 per-
cent of the total traffic of a typical business provider. A recent
survey further highlights that the amount of such wide area
trafficwill double or triple in the next two to four years [3].

Traditionally, most application providers acquire band-
width from Internet Service Providers (ISPs) for their wide
area traffic. They, however, suffer unpredictable and unreli-
able network performance since the network bandwidth is
shared by all traffic in a best effort manner in today’s Inter-
net. Nowadays, they can be freed from such performance
issues with the success of private wide area networks
(WANs) hosted by some Internet giants. For instance, B4, a

private WAN connecting Google’s datacenters across the
planet, is highly reliable and can provide guaranteed net-
work performance [4]. In addition to the performance
advantage, each datacenter in the WAN can actually per-
form well as a router with its abundant resources [5].

Bearing these points inmind, we design a new type of ser-
vice, inter-datacenter network as a service (iDaaS), for com-
panies like Google and Microsoft, which deploy and host
such private WANs [6]. In this setting, application providers
acquire bandwidth from iDaaS providers for their wide area
traffic. Fig. 1 plots an illustrative example for this novel ser-
vice in a scenario of a single iDaaS provider and multiple
application providers. Each application provider can send
its bandwidth request to the closest datacenter via the front
end server or border router offered by the iDaaS provider.
On receiving the bandwidth request, iDaaS provider will
open a tunnel and allocate the required bandwidth, such that
the application provider’s wide area traffic can be delivered
along the inter-datacenter links with guaranteed bandwidth.

To enable the widely usage of this new type of service, we
believe that a bandwidth market is essential between appli-
cation providers and iDaaS providers. The commodities to
be traded in such a market consist of a series of available
bandwidth from many iDaaS providers, which can be
reserved to guarantee the application performance. Conse-
quently, an emerging bandwidth pricing problem dominates
the utility of such a market. However, current pricing meth-
ods, i.e., the simple pay-as-you-go model based on the num-
ber of bytes transferred [7], are insufficient to characterize
behaviors of bandwidth guarantee, as shown in Figs. 2 and 3.

Pricing in such a bandwidth tradingmarket is the principal
challenge. On the one hand, each iDaaS provider normally
sets its bandwidth price per unit based on the total reserved
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bandwidth (workload) [8]. As iDaaS providers compete with
each other for bandwidth demand with the aim of maximiz-
ing the revenue, the bandwidth price per unit of one iDaaS
provider can be affected by others. On the other hand, given
the bandwidth price, each application provider seeks the opti-
mal bandwidth reservation strategy to minimize its payment
and still desires to be completely served in terms of its
demand. As such, each iDaaS provider’s workload is deter-
mined by the application providers. Thismeans that all appli-
cation providers may together influence the price of an iDaaS
provider. Based on the above guidelines, we believe that an
efficient bandwidth pricing policy must benefit both iDaaS
providers and application providers.

Accordingly, we aremotivated to propose a global control-
ler to make the price in the bandwidth trading market
between iDaaS providers and application providers. Specifi-
cally, we model the interaction between iDaaS providers and
application providers as a two-stage Stackelberg game [9]. In
the first stage, iDaaS providers cooperate with each other in a
Nash bargaining game, and make decisions on the price and
size of bandwidth they are willing to allocate, based on the
total bandwidth demand issued by all application providers.
In the second stage, application providers compete with each
other in a non-cooperative game, and decide on how much
bandwidth they will reserve from each iDaaS provider. Theo-
retical analysis shows that there exists a unique Nash equilib-
rium (NE) in the non-cooperative game.

In order to compute the bandwidth price and bandwidth
reservation in an efficient way, we propose a bandwidth
pricing algorithm by blending the advantage of the demand
segmentation method and the geometrical Nash bargaining
solution [10]. For comparison, we particularly present two
bandwidth reservation algorithms, which reserve each
iDaaS provider’s bandwidth in the weighted fair manner
and max-min fair manner, respectively. Finally, we use

comprehensive trace-driven simulations to demonstrate the
efficiency of our algorithms, in the market of multiple iDaaS
providers and application providers.

The major contributions of this paper are as follows:

� We make the first attempt to propose a new type of
service—inter-datacenter network as a service, for
Internet giants (iDaaS providers) that host large pri-
vate wide area network to connect their global data-
centers. In particular, we study a bandwidth market
consisting of multiple iDaaS providers and applica-
tion providers, and concentrate on the essential
bandwidth pricing problem.

� To benefit both iDaaS providers and application pro-
viders, we model the interaction between iDaaS pro-
viders and application providers as a two-stage
Stackelberg game. It contains a cooperative game
among iDaaS providers and a non-cooperative game
among application providers. We perform a theoreti-
cal analysis with respect to the Nash equilibrium of
the non-cooperative game.

� We design an efficient bandwidth pricing algorithm
based on the geometrical Nash bargaining solution
and demand segmentation method. We further put
forward a weighted fair bandwidth reservation
algorithm and a max-min fair bandwidth reservation
algorithm.

� We conduct comprehensive trace-driven experi-
ments. The experimental results verify the efficiency
of our algorithms in terms of both iDaaS provider’s
revenue, and application provider’s utility of getting
fully served with less payment. In addition, the eval-
uation results show that the per unit bandwidth
price decreases as the bandwidth demand increases,
which are close to real-life situations.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we discuss the background and present our system model.
In Section 3, we apply a two-stage Stackelberg game tomodel
the interaction between providers and application providers.
In Section 4, we present our proposed bandwidth pricing
and bandwidth reservation algorithms. In Section 5, we pres-
ent the performance evaluation. Related work are presented
in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 conclude this paper.

2 BACKGROUND AND SYSTEM MODEL

2.1 Background

It is well-known that existing Internet suffers from the reli-
ability and network performance issues [12], [13]. In spite of

Fig. 2. When pricing based on the number of bytes transferred, applica-
tion provider 1 cannot get fully served, though it pays the same money
as application provider 2 and 3.

Fig. 3. When pricing the bandwidth guarantee, all the three application
providers get fully served if we let half of the demand of application pro-
vider 1 be served by iDaaS provider 2.

Fig. 1. An illustrative example of the new service iDaaS. There are multi-
ple application providers and a single iDaaS provider, which hosts a pri-
vate WAN connecting a large number of distributed datacenters.
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this, large-scale application providers are still relying on
such unreliable Internet for their wide area traffic, which
can result in highly unpredictable network performance.
Benson et al. recently reported that such wide area traffic
accounts for 40-90 percent of the total traffic in a typical
business [14]. A recent survey further highlights that the
requirement of such wide area traffic will double or triple in
the next two to four years [3].

To have an intensive understanding of the application
provider’s wide area traffic, we detailed analyze some net-
work datasets provided by Yahoo! [11]. Such datasets not
only contain traffic between Yahoo! datacenters and clients
(D2C traffic), but also contain traffic between different
Yahoo! datacenters (D2D traffic). Each record in the Net-
Flow data includes the following fields: 1) timestamp,
2) source and destination IP address, 3) source and destina-
tion port, 4) protocol, 5) number of packets and bytes trans-
ferred from the source to the destination. Since all IP
addresses in the datasets are permuted to hide the identities
of Yahoo! application providers, we analyze the Yahoo!
datasets based on the study of [2]. They reported that there
are 17 popular server ports for the D2C traffic. For the
detailed information of these 17 ports, we refer readers to
the TABLE III in [2]. Here, we simply extract the traffic, not
passing through those 17 ports, to denote the wide area traf-
fic. Accordingly, we plot the number of flows for the
extracted wide area traffic in a 96-interval period of time
(each interval is 15 minutes), as shown in Fig. 4. We can eas-
ily check that the extracted wide area traffic accounts for
around 50 percent on average throughout the day.

In view of the enormous, and rapidly growing wide area
traffic, the phenomenon of unpredictable performance can
further be worse in the current Internet. In contrast, we find
that private wide area networks deployed by some Internet
giants among their geographically distributed datacenters,
i.e., Google B4 [4], are highly reliable and can provide
guaranteed network performance. In addition, most of the
private WAN links are provisioned to 30-40 percent average
utilization. Even in the Google B4, the average WAN link
utilization is 70 percent [4]. This implies that those Internet
giants can always have some redundant bandwidth, which
can be rent out to application providers with large amount
of wide area traffic. Moreover, the private WAN link band-
width utilization could further be improved if those Internet
giants support the iDaaS service. As such, datacenters only
need to access the traffic, push them to the private wide

area network, and finally forward them to the destinations.
Each datacenter is exactly similar to a router [5]. Moreover,
the inter-datacenter optimization [15], [16] and the SDN
technique [4] can ensure that the incoming wide area traffic
can efficiently be isolated, and will not hinder the normal
transmission of the already existed traffic. Hence, we are
motivated to consider that private wide area networks
owned by some Internet giants can be offered as a service to
application providers which have large amount of wide
area traffic to be transmitted. Looking ahead, we believe
that such efforts may force more companies to provide such
kind of services. In the following, we focus on characterize
the interactions among multiple iDaaS providers and appli-
cation providers under this type of services.

2.2 System Model

In this new type of service, iDaaS provider will open tunnels
and allocate the required bandwidth for application pro-
viders, by using the SDN technique in the private WAN,
i.e., B4 [4]. As such, each iDaaS provider hosts a large
amount of WAN transit bandwidth, and sells them to the
application providers at a certain price, with the aim of
maximizing its own revenue. The application provider
sends its bandwidth demand, and buys the WAN band-
width from multiple iDaaS providers with the aim of get-
ting fully served in a low price. To make appropriate
decisions for both iDaaS providers and application pro-
viders, we believe that the global network controlling is
need. Hence, we are motivated to resort to the SDN control-
ler and design a bandwidth trading market consisting of
multiple application providers, iDaaS providers and a con-
troller. Important notations used throughout this paper are
listed in Table 1.

2.2.1 The Controller, iDaaS Providers and Application

Providers

The controller. It is important to keep in mind that applica-
tion providers mainly resort to the private WANs for their
wide traffic in the iDaaS service model. In other words,
application providers actually do not need to move their
applications to the public cloud hosted on the data centers.
In such a case, application providers can have choices to

Fig. 4. The number of flows for the extracted wide area traffic in the
Yahoo! datasets [11].

TABLE 1
Notations and Definitions

Notation Definition

N the set of iDaaS providers, which are indexed by
i ¼ 1; 2; . . .; N

M the set of application providers, which are indexed by
j ¼ 1; 2; . . .;M

vi the WAN bandwidth capacity of iDaaS provider i
xi;j the amount of bandwidth reserved by application

provider j from iDaaS provider i
Pið�Þ the bandwidth price per unit of iDaaS provider i,

which is a function of xi¼
P

j2M xi;j

dj the bandwidth demand of application provider j
Qið�Þ the utility function of iDaaS provider i,

which is a function of xi

Ujð�; �Þ the utility function of application provider j,
which is a function of xi;j and xi
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select iDaaS providers for transferring data among the pri-
vate WANs. To guide such selection, we believe that an eco-
nomically free agent or broker is needed in the market of
multiple iDaaS providers and multiple application pro-
viders. The broker mainly acts as a role of global regulation.
More precisely, it receives the bandwidth demand of appli-
cation providers in a time period. Based on the demands, it
then computes and maintains stable pricing strategies of the
iDaaS providers. Finally, it reserves bandwidth for the
application providers. For the newly coming bandwidth
demands, the broker computes the new price for such
demands, but keeps the current price for existing demands.
Actually, to perform such price computation, the broker can
deploy some inter-connectors between iDaaS providers and
application providers, i.e., Zimory, an emerging intermedia-
tor connecting buyers and sellers of resources [17]. Option-
ally, the broker can also deploy some SDN controllers to get
a central control of the network [35], and gather information
(i.e., bandwidth capacity, bandwidth demand) of both
application providers and iDaaS providers. In this paper,
we generally refer the inter-connectors as the controller,
which is shown in Fig. 5.

iDaaS providers. We consider that there are N iDaaS pro-
viders, which are denoted as N ¼ f1; 2; . . . ; Ng. Each iDaaS
provider i offers vi amount of bandwidth, which is available
for reservation. Each iDaaS provider sets a bandwidth price
per unit it will charge from application providers. The
bandwidth price per unit is normally a function of the total
requirement of reserved bandwidth on the iDaaS provider
[8]. To better indicate this, we let PiðxiÞ denote the band-
width price per unit of iDaaS provider i, where xi repre-
sents the total reserved bandwidth on the ith iDaaS
provider.

Application providers. Similarly, we consider M applica-
tion providers, which are denoted by M¼ f1; 2; . . . ;Mg.
Each application provider has a bandwidth demand dj,
which can be guaranteed by multiple iDaaS providers. Let
xi;j represent the amount of bandwidth that application pro-
vider j reserved from iDaaS provider i. Recall that the total
reserved bandwidth of iDaaS provider i can now be
expressed as xi ¼

P
j2M xi;j. In the following, we define the

bandwidth reservation strategy and policy for application
providers.

Definition 1. A bandwidth reservation strategy relative to
application provider j is xxjj ¼ fx1;j; . . . ; xN;jg. The collection
of bandwidth reservation strategies xx ¼ fxxjj : 1; . . . ;Mg forms
a bandwidth reservation policy.

2.2.2 Pricing Bandwidth Reservation

Each iDaaS provider i charges application providers some fee
for accommodating a certain amount of bandwidth according
to some bandwidth pricing strategy Pið�Þ. So, we are now in a
position to design an efficient and practical bandwidthpricing
function that is suitable for real life scenarios.

It is well-known that in today’s Internet transit market,
there are many pricing models applying the blended rate to
enable the discount for user’s traffic, i.e., tiered pricing [18].
Motivated by such pricing models in the Internet, our intui-
tion for pricing the bandwidth reservation are two folds:
1) the more one application provider buys the bandwidth
from an iDaaS provider, the lower the per unit price; 2) the
per unit bandwidth price should be limited between a mini-
mum value and a maximum value, such that both iDaaS
providers and application providers can enjoy some benefit.
Hence, we innovate by using a smooth but fast-decreasing
function as the per unit bandwidth price, with gradual
change rate at the beginning (the highest price) and around
the stable value (the lowest price). This is exactly the situa-
tion in the Logistic-like function [19], where we can model
the per unit bandwidth pricing function PiðxiÞ as:

PiðxiÞ ¼ Li þ Ci

1þAieBixi
; (1)

where Li > 0, Ai > 0, 0<Bi < 1, Ci > 0 are parameters
specified by iDaaS provider i. Note that by setting different
values for these parameters, different goals can be achieved
by the iDaaS providers. For example, iDaaS providers may
increase the value of the lowest price (Li) due to the rela-
tively high maintaining or operating cost for their private
WANs. iDaaS provider may also increase the value for both
Ai and Bi, or decrease the value for Ci to enable a bigger
discount for the application providers. So, based on such
pricing model, some other factors like the maintenance cost
could further be considered by configuring the correspond-
ing parameters.

Fig. 6 shows an illustrative example of a Logistic-like
pricing function. We can find that such PiðxiÞ can be con-
trolled to slowly decrease at the beginning, fast decrease in
the middle, and finally infinitely close to a stable value.
Clearly, the price PiðxiÞ is maintained between the lowest

price (Li) and the highest price (Li þ Ci
1þAi

). Such properties

imply that the more application providers buy the band-
width, the lower the per unit price, but not be free. In the
following, we formally define the bandwidth pricing strat-
egy and policy as follows:

Fig. 5. A system of two iDaaS providers and two application providers.
Fig. 6. Key mechanisms and benefits of the Logistic-like pricing.
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Definition 2. A bandwidth pricing strategy Pið�Þ relative to
provider i is a decreasing function PiðxiÞ of xi 2 ½0; vi�, which is
defined in Eq. (1). The collection of bandwidth pricing strategies
fPið�Þ : i ¼ 1; . . . ;Ng forms a bandwidth pricing policy.

Discussions. In addition to the bandwidth pricing and res-
ervation, we discuss a critical issue on how to access for this
new type of service (iDaaS). As we know, each datacenter
has a border router to connect the Internet Service Provider
to reach its clients, or connect to other datacenters [2]. Actu-
ally, these border routers are exactly similar to the Network
Access Points (NAPs) [20]. Moreover, some providers also
deploys metro-fiber to enable high access speed [21]. There-
fore, application providers can use either private metro-
fiber or the public Internet to access to those border routers,
and accordingly transfer their data on the private WANs.

3 INTERACTIONS BETWEEN IDAAS
PROVIDERS AND APPLICATION PROVIDERS:
A STACKELBERG GAME MODEL

In this section, we define the utility function for both iDaaS
providers and application providers. We then formulate the
interactions between iDaaS providers and application pro-
viders as a Stackelberg game and analyze the existence and
uniqueness of the equilibrium.

Based on the model described in Section 2, we consider
that both iDaaS providers and application providers are
selfish. Each iDaaS provider has the right to decide its band-
width price, so as to maximize its own utility in terms of its
own revenue. Each application provider, compete with
other application providers to decide only the payment
they are willing to make, with the aim of getting fully
served without making too much payment. Therefore, it is a
typical two-stage leader-follower game, which can be ana-
lyzed under the Stackelberg game framework [9]. Each
iDaaS provider, the leader of the game, optimizes its strat-
egy, based on the knowledge of the total bandwidth
demand of followers (application providers).

3.1 Utility Functions

The utility function of an iDaaS provider is defined to be the
sum of the revenue it collects from the application pro-
viders, and is calculated as follow

QiðxiÞ ¼ PiðxiÞ
X
j2M

xi;j: (2)

Since application provider competes with each other, the
utility change of one application provider is likely to cause
the utility changes of other application providers. For this
reason, let Ujðxi;j; xiÞ denote the utility of application pro-
vider j, where xi;j and xi are two arguments. In this paper,
we consider that a selfish application provider always
1) expects to get fully served in terms of its demand, and 2) tries
to reduce the bandwidth reservation price it has to pay. More pre-
cisely, we define the utility of application provider j to be
the negative value of the sum of its payment to each iDaaS
provider, Ujðxi;j; xiÞ ¼ �

P
i2N PiðxiÞxi;j: Note that each

application provider j 2 M has a strong desire of getting
the guaranteed bandwidth, i.e., its bandwidth demand

should be fully satisfied. Hence, each application provider
involves in solving the following utility maximization prob-
lem,

max
xi;j

Ujðxi;j; xiÞ s:t:
X
i2N

xi;j ¼ dj: (3)

In this way, each application provider’s requirement of 1)
and 2) can be met.

3.2 Maximizing iDaaS Providers’ Utilities

Each leader of the Stackelberg game, iDaaS provider, opti-
mizes its bandwidth pricing strategy in order to maximize
its revenues according to Eq. (2), being aware of the total
bandwidth demand of application providers. In this paper,
we consider a Nash bargaining game, which can be
described as follow. The total bandwidth demandD ¼P

j dj
can be viewed as the commodity, while N iDaaS providers
are players competing for the bandwidth demand. Each
player enters the game with an utility function, which is
described by Eq. (2). All the players cooperate in this game to
achieve a win-win solution, in which the products of utility
gains of all players aremaximized

max
xi

Y
i2N

QiðxiÞ s:t: xi � vi; 8i 2 N ; and
X
i2N

xi ¼ D: (4)

Note that the first constraint means that the total reserved
bandwidth on each iDaaS provider cannot exceed its band-
width capacity. The second constraint means that the total
reserved bandwidth should equal to the total demand of
application providers. Once Eq. (4) is solved, the bandwidth
price of each iDaaS provider can be computed, and thus can
be announced in the bandwidth market.

3.3 Competition among Application Providers

Given the price and amount of bandwidth that iDaaS pro-
viders are willing to share, each application provider will
seeks the optimal bandwidth reservation strategy to maxi-
mize its own utility. As indicated in Eq. (3), to maximize the
utility, each application provider actually seeks iDaaS pro-
viders with low bandwidth price to reserve as much band-
width as possible, as long as it does not exceed the bandwidth
demand. Therefore, multiple application providers are com-
peting for the bandwidth on iDaaS providers with low price.
This implies that the utility of one application provider is
likely to affect that of other. So, we are actually faced with a
noncooperative game [22] since application providers are self-
ish. In this paper, we are interested in the Nash bargaining
solution of the game. In other words, we seek an optimal
bandwidth reservation policy, such that no application pro-
vider can improve its own utility by unilaterally changing its
own reservation strategy. In the following, we formally define
such an optimal bandwidth reservation policy.

Definition 3. A bandwidth reservation policy xx� is the Nash
equilibrium if, for all j 2 M, the following conditions holds:

Ujðx�i;j; x�i Þ ¼ max
xi;j

Ujðxi;j; xi�jþxi;jÞ; (5)

where xi�j is the other application providers’ bandwidth reser-
vation strategies except the jth application provider.
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The following theorem shows that there is an unique NE
in the game between application providers in the following
theorem.

Theorem 1 (Existence and uniqueness). A unique Nash equi-
librium point exists, if Ai > 1; 8i and for all i 2 N and
j 2 M, the following equation is satisfied

1

Bi
2þ 4

AieBixi � 1

� �
< xi;j: (6)

Proof. Let Gjðxi;j; xiÞ be the first-order derivative of
Ujðxi;j; xiÞ with respect to xi;j. We can take the first order
derivative of Gjðxi;j; xiÞwith respect to xi;j as follow

@Gjðxi;j; xiÞ
@xi;j

¼ �xi;j
@2PiðxiÞ
@2xi;j

� 2
@PiðxiÞ
@xi;j

¼ AiBiCie
BixiðAie

Bixið2�Bixi;jÞ þ 2þBixi;jÞ
ð1þAieBixiÞ3 :

(7)

Based on the guidelines of [23], a Nash equilibrium exists
when Ujðxi;j; xiÞ is continuous in xi and concave in xi;j.
Obviously, Rjðxi;j; xiÞ is continuous in xi. We only need
to prove that Ujðxi;j; xiÞ is concave in xi;j. This means that
@Gjðxi;j;xiÞ

@xi;j
< 0. Since Ai;Bi; Ci are positive values and

Ai > 1. Then, to maintain the concavity of Ujðxi;j; xiÞ, the
following equation should be satisfied

Aie
Bixið2�Bixi;jÞ þ 2þBixi;jÞ < 0

¼)xi;j >
2Aie

Bixi þ 2

AiBieBixi �Bi
¼ 1

Bi
2þ 4

AieBixi � 1

� �
:

(8)

So, Ujðxi;j; xiÞ is concave in xi;j and the existence of the
Nash equilibrium is thus proved.

Having settled the question of existence of the NE, we
now establish the uniqueness of the NE. To this end, we
first need to understand the monotonicity of Gjðxi;j; xiÞ.
Clearly, Gjðxi;j; xiÞ is decreasing in xi;j since its second-
order derivative is less than 0, which has been proved
above. Similar to the proof of Gjðxi;j; xiÞ monotonicity in
xi;j, we find that Gjðxi;j; xiÞ is also decreasing in xi by
Eq. (6).

Now, let xx and x̂x be two NEs. By applying Kuhn-
Tracker conditions, we have

Gjðx̂i;j; x̂iÞ ¼ �j if x̂i;j > 0;
< �j if x̂i;j ¼ 0;

�
(9)

and

Gjðxi;j; xiÞ ¼ �̂j if xi;j > 0;

< �̂j if xi;j ¼ 0;

�
(10)

where �j and �̂j are the corresponding Lagrange multi-
pliers. Now we need to prove that xx ¼ x̂x, i.e., for every
i; j, xi;j ¼ x̂i;j.

To this end, we first prove that for each i and j, the fol-
lowing relations hold:

f�̂j � �j; x̂i � xig ) x̂i;j � xi;j; (11)

f�̂j � �j; x̂i � xig ) x̂i;j � xi;j: (12)

We only prove Eq. (11), since Eq. (12) is symmetric. Note
that Eq. (11) holds trivially if x̂i;j ¼ 0. Otherwise, we have
the following equation by applying that Gjðxi;j; xiÞ is
decreasing in both xi;j and xi,

Gjðx̂i;j; x̂iÞ ¼ �̂j � �j � Gjðxi;j; xiÞ � Gjðxi;j; x̂iÞ: (13)

Since Gjðxi;j; xiÞ is decreasing in xi;j, we have x̂i;j � xi:j.
For symmetric reason, we can also obtain x̂i;j�xi:j.

Now, we let N 1 ¼ fi : x̂i > xig and M1 ¼ fj : �̂j <
�jg, such that N 2 ¼ N �N 1 ¼ fi : x̂i � xig. Assume that

N 1 is nonempty. Recalling that
P

i x̂i;j ¼
P

i xi;j ¼ dj, it
follows by Eq. (12) that for each j inM1,

X
i2N 1

x̂i;j ¼ dj �
X
i2N 2

x̂i;j � dj �
X
i2N 2

xi;j ¼
X
i2N 1

xi;j: (14)

Note that Eq. (11) implies that x̂i;j � xi;j for each i 2 N 1

and j 62 M1. So, we can now get that

X
i2N 1

x̂i ¼
X
j2M

X
i2N 1

x̂i;j �
X
j2M

X
i2N 1

xi;j ¼
X
i2N 1

xi: (15)

This inequality significantly contradicts the definition of
N 1. This means that N 1 is an empty set. Similarly, it also
can be concluded that the set fi : x̂i < xig is empty. This
implies that

x̂i ¼ xi; for every i 2 N : (16)

We now show that �̂j ¼ �j for each application pro-
vider j. To achieve this gogal, Eq. (11) can be strength-
ened as follow

f�̂j > �j; x̂i ¼ xig implies that either

x̂i;j < xi;j; or x̂i;j ¼ xi;j ¼ 0:
(17)

Note that the implication is trivial if x̂i;j ¼ 0. If x̂i;j > 0, it
follows similarly to Eq. (13) that Gjðx̂i;j; x̂iÞ > Gjðxi;j; x̂iÞ.
Hence, x̂i;j < xi;j.

Suppose that �̂j > �j for some j 2M. SinceP
i2N x̂i;j ¼ dj > 0, then x̂i;j > 0 for at least one i and

Eq. (13) implies that
P

i2N xi;j >
P

i2N x̂i;j ¼ dj, which

contradicts the demand constraint for application pro-

vider j. Therefore, we conclude that �̂j > �j does not

hold for any application provider j. Similarly, �̂j <�j

cannot hold as well. Thus, �̂j ¼ �j for every application
provider j 2 M.

Combined with Eq. (16), we can conclude that
x̂i;j ¼ xi;j for each i, j, by Eq. (11) and Eq. (12). Hence, the
uniqueness of the NE is thus proved. tu

4 IMPLEMENTATION ALGORITHMS

In this section, we first present an efficient pricing algorithm,
and then present two bandwidth reservation algorithms.

4.1 Price Computation

As aforementioned, given the total bandwidth demand of
application providers, iDaaS providers are actually playing
a Nash Bargaining game where players (iDaaS providers)
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cooperate with each other to achieve a win-win solution,
such that each player gains the maximum utility. Note that
the problem in Eq. (4) is usually approximately solved by
numerical methods like gradient projection method [24].
Such methods, however, require numerous iterations and
are not practical to be implemented in real-world controller
hosted by agents or brokers. For this reason, we are moti-
vated to design an efficient and lightweight bandwidth pric-
ing algorithm based on the geometrical representation of
Nash bargaining games. Here, the concept of utility-dis-
tance product is introduced to unify iDaaS providers’ utili-
ties for a certain amount of demand. The computation
overhead of the algorithm is significantly reduced.

4.1.1 A Primer on the Geometrical Game

A geometrical Nash bargaining game can be described in
some low-dimensional space in the region of Euclidean
Geometry. For example, Fig. 7 shows a two-dimensional
spatial game, which represents a 2-player bargaining game.
Utilities of the two players for commodities 1 and 2 are
clearly denoted by the distance li;1 and li;2, where i 2 f1; 2g
represents the player. In this example, commodities are pre-
sented as points based on their spatial proximities, which
lie within the boundary enclosed by all players. The relative
distance of player i for commodity k is defined as a function
of the inverse of player i’s utility compared to the sum of
the inverse of all players’ utilities, i.e.,

li;k ¼ 1=Ri;kP
ið1=Ri;kÞ ; 8i; 8k; (18)

where Ri;k denotes player i’s utility for commodity k in the
geometrical game. We can find that the higher a player’s
utility for one commodity, the closer it is to the commodity.
The distance of each commodity to all players are normal-
ized, and they add up to a unitary value, i.e,,

P
i li;k ¼ 1; 8k.

As demonstrated in Fig. 7, player 1 prefers to commodity 1,
while player 2 prefers to commodity 2.

In the bargaining process, each player selects commodi-
ties based on their relative distances to him. Accordingly,
commodities with higher utility will be selected with a
higher priority. Usually, the utility-distance product is simi-
lar to the moment of force in a lever system. The utility-dis-
tance product of a player to a commodity is defined as

f i;k ¼ li;k � Ri;k: (19)

Fig. 8 shows an example of finding the pivot point in a 2-
player game. In this example, each player sorts all the com-
modities based on their distances to it. In a typical lever sys-
tem, weights are aligned along the lever, such that the
collective moment generated by weights on the left hand
side equals to that on the right hand side. Similar, in order
to achieve equilibrium in the geometrical game, the sum of

utility distance product should be equally partitioned
among all players. In Fig. 8, players 1 and 2 are lying at the
two end points of the lever, where the utility distance prod-
ucts of commodities are regarded as the force moments.

We can easily find that pivot point of the lever in this
example should be lying on point 4, where the collective
moment

P4
k¼1 f1;k ¼

P7
k¼4 f2;k. As a matter of fact, the pivot

point in the two-dimensional geometrical game is deter-
mined by balancing the moments between two players:

m ¼ 1

2

X
k2K

fi;k: (20)

After determining the pivot point, the bargaining solution is
to assign commodities lying on the left side to player 1, and
commodities lying on the right side to player 2.

4.1.2 Algorithm Design

Our problem in Eq. (4) cannot be directly solved by applying
such a geometrical game due to the following fact. The com-
modity in the Nash bargaining game between iDaaS pro-
viders is the total bandwidth demand issued by all the
application providers, which means that there is only one
commodity. Simply solving Eq. (4) by a geometrical game is
likely to result in a casewhere there is only one player gets the
commodity and accommodates all the bandwidth demand
from application providers. Clearly, this result gravely contra-
dicts a win-win Nash bargaining solution, since each iDaaS
provider can actually get a portion of the total demand.

To address this challenge, we apply the demand segmen-
tation method. We split the commodity into K sub-com-
modities, where K is a number of infinity. All the sub-
commodities constitute a set K ¼ f1; . . . ; Kg, where each
sub-commodity k occupies a portion of the total demand.
Here, we consider each sub-commodity has a same

demand, i.e., rk ¼ D
K ; 8k. Therefore, we now can solve

Eq. (4) by applying a multi-player geometrical game, which
is described as follow: N iDaaS providers are viewed as
players, who are competing for K sub-commodities. Since
players differ in their utilities for different sub-commodity,
player i’s utility for sub-commodity k is defined as follow:

QiðrkÞ ¼ P ðrkÞrk: (21)

Extending the definitions in the above 2-players game,
we get the distance and utility-distance product in our

Fig. 7. An illustrative example of 2-player geometrical game.

Fig. 8. Finding the pivot point in a 2-player game, which is similar to a
lever system.
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multi-player geometrical game. The distance between
player i and sub-commodity k is defined as follow

li;k ¼ 1=QiðrkÞP
ið1=QiðrkÞÞ ; 8i 2 N ; 8k 2 K: (22)

We can easy check that the sum distance of all the players to
each sub-commodity k is unitary 1, i.e.,

P
i2N li;k ¼ 1; 8k.

The utility-distance product of player i to commodity k is
defined as

f i;k ¼ li;k �QiðrkÞ; 8i 2 N ; 8k 2 K: (23)

In the ideal condition when all the players constitute a
multi-dimensional lever system and all sub-commodities lie
along the lever, the determination of the pivot location can
be based on balancing the utility-distance product with
respect to all players:

mi ¼
1

N

X
k2K

fi;k; 8i 2 N : (24)

Theorem 2 shows the amount of bandwidth demand issued
to each iDaaS provider in the multi-player geometrical
game.

Theorem 2. In the multi-player geometrical representation of our
Nash bargaining game, the amount of demand that each iDaaS
provider i gets should beminfvi; DNg.

Proof. Recall that we split the total bandwidth demand intoK
pieces, where K is a number of infinity. Therefore, when
determining the pivot location by equally dividing the
sum utility-distance product towards all players, the mean
utility-distance product relative to player i can actually be
obtained by finding its limit value associatedK

mi ¼
1

N
lim
K!1

XK
k¼1

fi;k ¼
1

N
lim
K!1

XK
k¼1

1PN
i¼1

1

rk Liþ Ci

1þAie
Birk

� �

¼ 1

N
lim
K!1

XK
k¼1

1PN
i¼1

1
D
KðLiþ Ci

1þAie
Bi

D
K

Þ
¼ 1

N

1PN
i¼1

1

DðLiþ Ci
1þAi

Þ
:

(25)

In the ideal condition, each iDaaS provider can actu-
ally get a portion of the total demand. This means that
each iDaaS provider can get some sub-commodities in K.
Let 0 < �hi < 1 denote the portion that iDaaS provider i
obtains from sub-commodities set K, such that the num-
ber of sub-commodities that occupied by iDaaS provider
i is �hiK. The cumulative utility-distance product on
iDaaS provider i’s side can be calculated as

lim
K!1

X�hiK
k¼1

fi;k ¼ lim
K!1

X�hiK
k¼1

1PN
i¼1

1
D
KðLiþ Ci

1þAie
Bi

D
K

Þ

¼ �hi
1PN

i¼1
1

DðLiþ Ci
1þAi

Þ
:

(26)

Since the cumulative utility-distance product of one
iDaaS provider is no larger than its mean utility-distance
product, such that by applying the Nash bargaining solu-
tion in the multi-player geometrical game, we have

�h i
1PN

i¼1
1

DðLiþ Ci
1þAi

Þ
¼ 1

N

1PN
i¼1

1

DðLiþ Ci
1þAi

Þ
¼) �hi ¼ 1

N
: (27)

Finally, by adding up all the demands that each iDaaS
provider occupies, we have

xi ¼ �hiKrk ¼ 1

N
K

D

K
¼ D

N
: (28)

Since the total demand received by an iDaaS provider
must be constrained by its bandwidth capacity vi. Hence,
xi should be the minimum value between the bandwidth

capacity vi and
D
N. Proved. tu

Based on the guideline of Theorem 2, we can now design
our bandwidth pricing algorithm which is simple and light-
weight. The key idea is that the total bandwidth demands
are allocated to iDaaS providers, based on their capacities
and the average demand. If an iDaaS provider’s capacity is
less than the average demand, those unallocated demand
should be equally allocated to other iDaaS providers. There-
fore, our bandwidth pricing algorithm starts with sorting all
the iDaaS providers in the increasing order of its capacity vi.
For each iDaaS provider i, the algorithm computes the
demand that can be allocated to it. Once the demand allocat-
ing process is accomplished for one iDaaS provider, the
average demand is updated. After the demand allocation is
finished for all iDaaS providers, the final step is to compute
the bandwidth price for each iDaaS provider, which is use-
ful for application provider’s bandwidth reservation. The
bandwidth pricing algorithm based on the geometrical bar-
gaining game is summarized in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1. Bandwidth Pricing Algorithm

Input:

Total bandwidth demand:D;

Bandwidth capacity: vi; 8i 2 N ;

parameters: Ai, Bi, Ci, Li, 8i 2 N ;
Output:

Price and reserved bandwidth fðP ðxiÞ; xiÞ : 8i 2 Ng
1: Sort all iDaaS providers in N in the increasing order of its

bandwidth capacity vi;
2: InitializeDleft ¼ D;Nleft ¼ N ;
3: for each iDaaS provider i 2 N do
4: mean Dleft

Nleft
;

5: xi  minfvi;meang;
6: Dleft  Dleft � xi;
7: Nleft  Nleft � 1;
8: Each iDaaS provider i computes its bandwidth price

according to Eq. (1);

We can easily check that Algorithm 1 follows the guide-
line of Theorem 2. This implies that our algorithm can
ensure a win-win solution for the Nash Bargaining game
among iDaaS providers, which shows the effectiveness of
our bandwidth pricing algorithm. Recall that our objective
is to design a lightweight bandwidth pricing algorithm,
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such that it can simply be implemented in the controller. We
find that the complexity of Algorithm 1 is only OðNÞ, where
N is the number of iDaaS providers. This immediately
shows the efficiency of our algorithm.

4.2 Bandwidth Reservation

Given the pre-computed bandwidth price and the amount
of bandwidth that each iDaaS providers are willing to share,
we can compute the bandwidth reservation strategy for
each application provider. As described above, each appli-
cation provider targets at maximizing its own utility while
has a strong desire of getting fully served. The utility of one
application provider can significantly affect that of others
and each application provider wishes to reserve more band-
width from iDaaS providers with low bandwidth price per
unit. Thus, the amount of bandwidth of each iDaaS pro-
viders should be carefully allocated. In this paper, we con-
sider two bandwidth reservation algorithms, the weighted
fairness and max-min fairness.

Algorithm 2.Weighted Fair Bandwidth Reservation

Input:

Bandwidth demand: dj; 8j 2 M;

The amount of bandwidth that each iDaaS provider are
willing to share: xi; 8i 2 M;

Output:

Bandwidth reservation variable: xi;j; 8i 2 N ; 8j 2 M;
1: for each i 2 N do
2: for each j 2 M do
3: xi;j  djP

j
dj
� xi;

4: return xi;j; 8i 2 N ; 8j 2 M;

The first bandwidth reservation algorithm is based on the
idea of weighted fair bandwidth reservation, which is
shown in Algorithm 2. The insight behind this algorithm is
that each application provider reserves bandwidth from
each iDaaS provider based on its relevant weight. The
weight of application provider j is defined to be its demand

compared to all application providers, i.e.,
djP
j
dj
, such that

the sum weight is unitary 1. The rationale for weight is that
the more an application provider demands, the more band-
width it can reserve, and finally achieve the weighted fair-
ness among application providers.

The second algorithm follows the max-min fair manner
in reserving each iDaaS provider’s bandwidth, which is
summarized in Algorithm 3, with the computed band-
width price and the amount of bandwidth that each iDaaS
provider is willing to share. Algorithm 3 starts with sort-
ing all of the iDaaS providers in the increasing order of
its bandwidth price (Step 1), and then sorting all of the
application providers in the increasing order of its band-
width demand (Step 2). In Step 4-13, each application pro-
vider reserves minfdj; xi

Mleft
g amount of bandwidth from

each iDaaS provider until its bandwidth demand is fully
satisfied. Once an application provider has finished its
bandwidth reservation process, then the application pro-
vider should be removed, and thus the average band-
width on each iDaaS provider that each application
provider can reserved will be updated. We can easily

check that each iDaaS provider’s bandwidth is actually
reserved in the max-min fair manner. That is, if the unsat-
isfied bandwidth demand of an application provider is
less than the average bandwidth on an iDaaS provider,
then the unreserved bandwidth of that iDaaS provider
will be fairly reserved by other application providers.

Algorithm 3.Max-Min Fair Bandwidth Reservation

Input:

Bandwidth demand: dj; 8j 2M;

Pre-computed parameters: xi; PiðxiÞ; 8i 2M;
Output:

Bandwidth reservation variable: xi;j; 8i 2 N ; 8j 2 M;
1: Sort all iDaaS providers in N in the increasing order of the

bandwidth price PiðxiÞ;
2: Sort all application providers inM in the increasing order

of the bandwidth demand dj;

3: InitializeMleft ¼M;
4: for each j 2 M do
5: for each i 2 N do
6: if dj � 0 then
7: Mleft  Mleft � 1;
8: Break;
9: xi;j  minfdj; xi

Mleft
g;

10: dj  dj � xi;j;
11: xi  xi � xi;j;
12: return xi;j; 8i 2 N ; 8j 2 M;

The max-min fair and the weighted fair bandwidth reser-
vation algorithms are complementary. On the one hand, the
max-min fair algorithm can guarantee more application
providers to get fully served with respect to the correspond-
ing bandwidth demand, compared to the weighted fair
algorithm. In addition, application providers will pay less
for the reserved bandwidth, if the max-min fair algorithm is
applied. The main reason is that max-min fair algorithm
reserves bandwidth in the increasing order of the associated
bandwidth price. On the other hand, the weighted fair algo-
rithm can reduce the variance of the payment among the
application providers. This is because that each application
provider actually reserves some bandwidth on each iDaaS
provider.

5 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we use real-world traces to realistically eval-
uate the performance of our proposed algorithms.

5.1 Experiments Settings

In our experiment settings, there are 100 (N ¼ 100) iDaaS
providers. Each iDaaS provider hosts an amount of band-
width, and sells them to potential application providers,
according to its own bandwidth pricing strategy. In our
experiments, we use unit to measure the bandwidth capac-
ity of each iDaaS provider. We consider two scenarios (S1

and S2) where the bandwidth capacity vi for each iDaaS pro-

viders are set as a random value within ½107; 2	 107� units
and ½106; 2	 106� units, respectively. Note that such unit
can be 1 kbps in a commonly WAN bandwidth setting
(½1; 10�Gbps)[3], and can even become 10 
 100 kbps when
iDaaS providers develop into a representative ISP that has
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100Gbps amount of bandwidth [25]. Moreover, the total
bandwidth of all iDaaS providers can accommodate the
total bandwidth demand of application providers in sce-
nario S1, but not in scenario S2. Without loss of generality,
the minimum bandwidth price per unit Li and the maxi-
mum per unit price associated parameter Ci are set to 0.01
and 1 for all iDaaS providers, respectively. Based on the
guideline of Theorem 1 and in order to make the difference
between iDaaS providers’ price more clear, parameters Ai

and Bi for all i 2 N are set to be uniformly random within

½1; 100� and ½10�7; 2	 10�7�, respectively.
Datasets. Our experiments are conducted on Yahoo! net-

work flow datasets [11]. These datasets, collected from
Yahoo! border routers every 15-minute during one day, con-
tain not only traffic between Yahoo! servers and client, but
also contain traffic across different Yahoo! datacenters. In
our experiments, we extract the traffic between different
datacenters from seven frequently used D2D ports, which
are described in [2]. The extracted inter-datacenter traffic is
used to represent the wide area traffic. Although the wide
area traffic we extracted actually is issued by only one appli-
cation provider (Yahoo!), we believe that they can faithfully
reflect the traffic demand distribution, and it is appropriate
to use them for the purpose of benchmarking the perfor-
mance of our algorithms. Each flow in the extracted traces is
assumed to be issued by one application provider, and the
bytes to be transferred are considered to be the bandwidth
demand for that application provider. For example, if a
flow needs to transfer 50 bytes from its source to destina-
tion, then we consider that the corresponding application
provider demands 50 units of bandwidth.

5.2 Evaluation Results and Analysis

For the following experiments, we consider two scenarios
S1, S2, the bandwidth capacity vi for each iDaaS provider is

set to be uniformly random within range ½107; 2	 107� and
½106; 2	 106�, respectively.

5.2.1 Reserved Bandwidth on iDaaS Providers

Fig. 9 first shows the reserved bandwidth on iDaaS pro-
viders for a 96-interval period of time. Fig. 9a plots the
reserved bandwidth in both scenario S1 and S2 on average.
Clearly, the average reserved bandwidth on iDaaS pro-
viders closely follows the change of the total demand in sce-
nario S1, while it maintains at a stable value in S2. This is

because that the sum bandwidth capacity of all iDaaS pro-
viders can accommodate the total bandwidth demand in
each time interval for scenario S1, while it cannot in S2.

The most important performance metric in the Nash bar-

gaining game among the iDaaS providers is fairness. As a

quantitative evaluation, we use the Jain’s fairness index

[26], which is defined as F ¼ ð
PN

i¼1 xiÞ
2

N�
PN

i¼1 x
2
i

. Fig. 9b shows the

fairness index of the reserved bandwidth in the two scenar-

ios S1 and S2. In comparison, S1 is able to maintain a higher

level of fairness in terms of the reserved bandwidth. Its fair-

ness index can be up to 1 during the extremely low band-

width demand period (interval 60-80). The root cause is that

each iDaaS provider’s bandwidth is totally reserved in each

interval for scenario S2, while it is not for S1.
To precisely understand the reserved bandwidth, we also

plot the reserved bandwidth on each iDaaS provider under
two sampled intervals 13 and 70 in Fig. 9c. Interval 13 corre-
sponds to a high demand interval, while interval 70 corre-
sponds to a low demand interval. We can easily find that
the reserved bandwidth on each iDaaS provider does not
exceed its capacity for each sampled interval. In the scenario
S1, most iDaaS provider’s bandwidth are totally reserved
except some ones with high capacity at interval 13. Each
iDaaS provider, however, maintains an equal amount of
bandwidth that is reserved at interval 70. In the scenario S2,
each iDaaS provider’s bandwidth is fully reserved at both
sampled intervals. These results exactly verify the key idea
of our algorithm 1. That is, the amount of bandwidth
demand that each iDaaS provider gets should be the mini-
mum value between the capacity and the mean demand,

i.e.,minfvi; DNg. We further plot the CDF of bandwidth usage

across all iDaaS providers and all time intervals in Fig. 9d.
We observe that across all time intervals, the bandwidth
usage of all iDaaS providers is higher than 46 percent in sce-
nario S1, while the bandwidth of each iDaaS providers is
fully utilized in scenario S2.

5.2.2 Bandwidth Price per Unit of iDaaS Providers

Fig. 10 describes the bandwidth price per unit of iDaaS pro-
viders in a 96-interval period of time under both scenarios
S1 and S2. Fig. 10a first plots the average bandwidth price
per unit across all iDaaS providers. It is clear that the aver-
age bandwidth price per unit in scenario S1 is lower than
that in S2, and is completely opposite to the total bandwidth

Fig. 9. Reserved bandwidth on iDaaS providers for a 96-interval period of time, in terms of (a) average reserved bandwidth, (b) fairness index associ-
ated with the reserved bandwidth xi, (c) the reserved bandwidth of each iDaaS provider at sampled intervals 13 and 70, (d) CDF of bandwidth usage
across all iDaaS providers and all time intervals.
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demand. This implies that the more bandwidth demand,
the lower the bandwidth price per unit. Note that the aver-
age bandwidth price per unit in S2 is always maintained at
a stable value. This is because that each iDaaS provider’s
bandwidth in scenario S2 is fully reserved in all intervals.

To understand the difference of iDaaS providers’ pri-
ces, we also plot the standard deviation of the bandwidth
price per unit across all iDaaS providers in Fig. 10b. We
observe that the standard deviation in S2 is always higher
than that in S1. The main reason is that the reserved band-
width on each iDaaS provider in S2 is exactly its band-
width capacity, while iDaaS providers usually differ in
their bandwidth capacity. Recall that the lower bandwidth
demand, the higher level of fairness in terms of the
reserved bandwidth on iDaaS providers. Combined differ-
ent parameters settings of iDaaS providers, Li; Ai; Bi; Ci,
we can infer that the standard deviation of bandwidth
price per unit in scenario S1 is completely opposite to the
total demand.

We also plot bandwidth price per unit for each iDaaS
provider for both scenario S1 and S2 under two sampled
intervals 13 and 70, as shown in Fig. 10c. Due to the limited
bandwidth capacity in S2, the bandwidth price per unit at
interval 13 is identical with that at interval 70 in scenario S2.
We further observe the per unit bandwidth of most iDaaS
providers in S2 is higher than that in S1. Moreover, in sce-
nario S1, most iDaaS providers maintain a lower bandwidth
price per unit at interval 13 than that at interval 70. This fur-
ther indicates that the more bandwidth one buys, the lower
the bandwidth price per unit. We further plot the CDF of
bandwidth price per unit across all iDaaS providers and all
time intervals in Fig. 10d. We find that the bandwidth price

in scenario S2 is higher than that in scenario S1 because that
the blue curve (S2) is lower than the red curve (S1). The root
cause is that the total bandwidth capacity in scenario S1 is
higher than that in scenario S2, and thus the reserved band-
width of each iDaaS provider in scenario S1 can be relatively
lower than that in scenario S2.

5.2.3 Revenue of iDaaS Providers

Since each iDaaS provider seeks to maximize its own reve-
nue, we plot the revenue of iDaaS providers across a 96-
interval period of time in Fig. 11. We first show the average
revenue across all iDaaS providers in Fig. 11a. Clearly, the
average revenue in S1 is always higher than that in S2, and
closely follows the total bandwidth demand.

Fig. 11b plots the standard deviation of the revenue
across all iDaaS providers. We observe that S2 always main-
tains a lower standard deviation of the revenue than S1.
This may be the case that a lower reserved bandwidth indi-
cates a higher bandwidth price per unit on each iDaaS pro-
vider, and the product of these two values finally reduces
the variance of the revenue. We further observe that the
standard deviation of revenue at lower demand intervals is
higher than that at higher demand intervals in scenario S1.

In order to comprehensively understand iDaaS prov-
iders’ revenues, we also plot the revenue of each iDaaS pro-
vider under the two sampled interval 13 and 70 for both
scenario S1 and S2, as shown in Fig. 11c. Compared to S2, S1

achieves a higher revenue for most iDaaS providers. In
addition, most iDaaS providers get a higher revenue at
interval 13 than that at interval 70. This result means that
the higher bandwidth demand application providers issue,
the higher revenue the iDaaS providers gain. We further

Fig. 10. Bandwidth price per unit of iDaaS providers for a 96-interval period of time, in terms of (a) average bandwidth price per unit, (b) standard
deviation of the bandwidth price per unit across all iDaaS providers, (c) the bandwidth price per unit of each iDaaS provider at sampled intervals 13
and 70, (d) CDF of the bandwidth price per unit across all iDaaS providers and all time intervals.

Fig. 11. Revenue of iDaaS providers for a 96-interval period of time, in terms of (a) average revenue, (b) standard deviation of the revenue across all
iDaaS providers, (c) the revenue each iDaaS provider at sampled intervals 13 and 70.
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plot the CDF of the revenue across all iDaaS providers and
time intervals in Fig. 11d. It is clear that iDaaS providers in
scenario S1 achieves higher revenue than that in scenario
S2. More precisely, all iDaaS providers’ revenue is less than
240;000 in scenario S2, while only 81.27 percent of iDaaS
providers get an amount of revenue that is less than 240;000.

5.2.4 Bandwidth Reservation of Application Providers

Fig. 12 first plots application providers’ bandwidth reserva-
tion in a 96-interval period of time, where the number of
application providers with bandwidth demand being fully
satisfied, is shown in Fig. 12a. We can easily find that both
the weighted fair and max-min fair reservation algorithms
can satisfy all application providers’ demands in scenario
S1, but not in scenario S2. This is because that the amount of
all bandwidth is lower than the total demand of application
providers in scenario S2. We further observe that the max-
min fair can satisfy more demand than the weighted fair.
This is because that each iDaaS provider’s bandwidth is
reserved by application providers based on the weight

djP
j
dj
. In this way, such that the amount of reserved band-

width by each application provider can be lower than its
demand when the sum offered bandwidth by all iDaaS pro-
viders is less than the total demand of all application
providers.

To study the fairness in the bandwidth reservation pro-
cess for application providers, we also plot the fairness
index of bandwidth reservation of application providers in

Fig. 12b. Similar to the fairness index described above in

Section 5.2, let F ¼ ð
PM

j¼1 xjÞ
2

M�
PM

j¼1 x
2
j

denote the fairness index

associated with application provider’s bandwidth reserva-

tion. We can find that both the weighted fair and max-min

fair in S1 exhibit the same fairness index. The root cause is

that both of them fully satisfy the bandwidth demand of all

application providers. We also find that the weighted fair in
scenario S2 completely achieves the same fairness as the

weighted fair and max-min fair in S1. This is because that

the same ratio of the amount of reserved bandwidth to the

demand is maintained for each application provider in

the weighted fair manner in scenario S2. In comparison, the

max-min fair in scenario S2 always achieves a higher fair-

ness index than the above three.
We further plot the CDF of bandwidth reservation under

the sampled two intervals 13 and 70 in Figs. 12c and 12d,
respectively. Clearly, both weighted fair and max-min fair
in scenario S1 achieve an identical CDF curve at both inter-
vals 13 and 70. We further observe that reservation algo-
rithms in scenario S2 at both intervals 13 and 70 achieve
higher CDF curves than that in scenario S1. This result again
implies that the number of application providers with band-
width demand being fully satisfied, is more in scenario S1.
In addition, since the max-min fair achieves higher fairness
index than the weighted fair, the max-min fair maintains a
higher CDF curve than the weighted fair in scenario S2

under both interval 13 and interval 70.

5.2.5 Payment of Application Providers

Another essential performance metric of each application
provider is the payment. Fig. 13 reports the payment of
application providers in a 96-interval period of time, where
Fig. 13a first plots the average payment across all applica-
tion providers in each time interval. It is clear that

Fig. 12. Bandwidth reservation of application providers for a 96-interval period of time with (a) the number of demand being fully satisfied application
providers, (b) Fairness index of bandwidth reservation across all application providers, and CDF of bandwidth reservation for application providers at
interval 13(c) and interval 70(d).

Fig. 13. Bandwidth reservation of application providers for a 96-interval period of time with (a) average payment, (b) Standard deviation of payment
across all application providers, and CDF of application provider’s payments at interval 13 (c) and interval 70 (d).
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bandwidth reservation algorithms in scenario S1 always
achieve higher payment than that in S2. The root cause is
that application providers in S1 gets more bandwidth than
that in S2. We can further observe that the max-min fair
maintains a lower payment than the weighted fair in both
scenario S1 and S2. The behind reason is that max-min fair
algorithm reserves bandwidth from iDaaS providers in the
increasing order of the relative bandwidth price per unit.

To understand the difference of payments among applica-
tion provider, we plot the standard deviation of application
providers’ payments in Fig. 13b. Clearly, the standard devia-
tion of payment in scenario S2 is always lower than that in
scenario S1. Additionally, the max-min fair reservation algo-
rithm achieves a higher standard deviation of payment in S1,
while it is opposite in scenario S2. The root cause is that an
equal ratio of the amount of reserved bandwidth to the
demand is maintained by the weighted fair in S2, while
application providers differ in the bandwidth demand.

Finally, we plot the CDF of the payment under two sam-
pled intervals 13 and 70 to study the distribution of applica-
tion provider’s payments, as shown in Figs. 13c and 13d,
respectively. Clearly, both the max-min fair and weighted
fair in scenario S2 achieve higher CDF curve than that in S1,
irrespective of interval 13 or 70. In addition, the weighted
fair achieves a little higher CDF curve than the max-min fair
in S2. The max-min fair maintains a little higher CDF curve
of payment than the weighted fair in scenario S1 under both
interval 13 and 70. These results are mainly caused by that
max-min fair starts with reserving iDaaS provider’s band-
width in the increasing order of the bandwidth price per
unit, which is different to the weighted fair.

5.3 The Impact of the Number of iDaaS Providers

In order to study the performance of proposed algorithms in
small-scale settings, we let the bandwidth demand of appli-
cation providers remain the same, and change the number
of iDaaS providers. More concretely, we use the demand of
application providers on two sampled time intervals (13
and 70). Similarly, the bandwidth capacity of each iDaaS
provider is set to be uniformly random within range

½107; 2	 107�. Fig. 14a first shows the average bandwidth
price per unit at two sampled time intervals 13 and 70, with
varying the number of iDaaS providers. We observe that the
average bandwidth price per unit approximately increases
as the number of iDaaS providers. This is because that given
the same demand issued by application providers, the more
the number of iDaaS providers, the lower the workload of

each iDaaS provider. We further observe that the average
bandwidth price per unit in interval 13 is lower than that in
interval 13 when the number of iDaaS providers increases
to 60. The root cause is that the total demand at time interval
13 is higher than that at interval 70. Fig. 14b further plots
the average payment of application providers for both
weighted fair and max-min fair algorithms at two sampled
time intervals (13 and 70), with varying the number of iDaaS
providers. Clearly, the average payment increases as the
number of iDaaS providers. Moreover, the max-min fair
algorithm always maintains a lower average payment than
the weighted fair algorithm.

6 RELATED WORK

In this section, we will present related work in cloud band-
width reservation and bandwidth price, as these are most
closely related to our work in this paper. Recently, there are
many researches on reserving cloud bandwidth, whichmakes
offering bandwidth guarantees to application provider’s wide
area traffic become technically feasible. Toprovide bandwidth
guarantee for such traffic, both intra-datacenter bandwidth
and theWAN bandwidth should be reserved. Actually, many
proposals have been proposed on datacenter engineering to
offer bandwidth guarantees for VM-pairs [27], [28], [29], [30],
flows [31], or applications [32]. Moreover, advances on inter-
datacenter network also make the bandwidth reservation fea-
sible, i.e., Google B4 [4], which can open a tunnel with guaran-
teed WAN bandwidth for each flow. These proposals have
made private WANs more attractive to application providers
that have large amount of wide area traffic.

Currently, wide area traffic is mainly priced based on a
usage-based pricing policy [7], which is however unable to
price the bandwidth guarantees. Niu etal. focus on pricing
cloud bandwidth reservations such that the social welfare is
maximized, even with the presence of demand uncertainty
[33]. Their another work [34] further proposes a theory of
pricing cloud bandwidth for video-on-demand providers
who move their video streaming services to cloud. Our
work in this paper differs markedly from these works above
since they mainly concentrate on the intra-datacenter band-
width. Our focus is to price the bandwidth guarantees in
the new type of service—inter-datacenter network as a ser-
vice, where application providers make wide area transit
bandwidth reservations from iDaaS providers to support
their wide area traffic.

7 CONCLUSION

Motivated by the enormous and fast growing wide area traf-
fic in large-scale Internet applications, we propose a new
type of service—inter-datacenter network as a service, for
Internet giants like Google and Facebook. Such service pro-
viders host large-scale private WANs between their geo-
graphically distributed datacenters. We demonstrate the
feasibility and reveal the potential benefits of such kind of
new service. Specifically, we design a bandwidth trading
market for multiple iDaaS providers and application pro-
viders. Here, application providers reserve guaranteed from
iDaaS providers to support their wide area traffic. We focus
on the essential bandwidth pricing problem. Furthermore,
we introduce a two-stage Stackelberg game to model the

Fig. 14. The impact of the number of iDaaS providers on the perfor-
mance of proposed algorithms, with respect to (a) the average band-
width price per unit and (b) the average payment.
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interaction between iDaaS providers and application pro-
viders. Those iDaaS providers play a Nash bargaining game
while application providers play a non-cooperative game.
We prove the existence and uniqueness of the Nash equilib-
rium for the application provider’s game. We further make
efforts to compute the bandwidth price by blending the
advantage of a geometric Nash bargaining solution and
demand segmentation method. Based on the pre-computed
price, we propose two bandwidth reservation algorithms.
Finally, we conduct trace-driven experiments to evaluate the
proposed algorithms. The evaluation results demonstrate
that our algorithms are capable of benefiting both iDaaS pro-
viders and application providers.
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